Nitrogen isotopic fractionation and 18O exchange in relation to the mechanism of denitrification of nitrite by Pseudomonas stutzeri.
Two types of mechanisms for the enzymatic reduction of NO2- to N2O have been proposed. In one, two NO2- ions are reduced in parallel, with the nitrogen-nitrogen bond formed from reduced intermediates. In the second, the two NO2- ions enter the reaction sequentially, with the nitrogen of at least one of the two having a valence of 3+ when the nitrogen-nitrogen bond is formed. Our objective was to distinguish between these two types of mechanism. Toward that end, the exchange of 18O from H2O to NO2- and the overall nitrogen isotopic fractionation factor (beta obs) were measured. The rate of exchange of oxygen from H2O to NO2-, resulting from a protonation-dehydration step preceding reductive events in both mechanisms, was less than 10% of the rate of denitrification at both low and high [NO2-]. The value of beta obs was 1.010 +/- 0.001 and 1.020 +/- 0.001 at low and high [NO2-], respectively. Expressions for beta obs, as a function of the measured rate of entry of oxygen from H2O into NO2-, were derived for both types of mechanism. The measured dependence of beta obs on substrate concentration, as constrained by the 18O exchange data, is inconsistent with the first type of mechanism, but consistent with the second type. Thus, by combining nitrogen isotopic fractionation and 18O exchange data, we rule out any mechanism in Pseudomonas stutzeri in which NO2- ions are reduced in parallel, with the nitrogen-nitrogen bond being formed from reduced intermediates.